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Chapter 3071 
In an instant, the fight in the arena reached its peak, and punches and kicks continued 
relentlessly. Several deep pits could even be found on the floor. 

Boom! 

Abruptly, Fennel’s flying kick sent James flying a few meters away! 

When James was about to fall out of the ring, he waved his hand. A lightning chain 
burst out and fell to the ground, bringing James back to the ring again! 

At the same time, James frowned and snapped the lightning chain in his hand at 
Fennel. 

Fennel’s face darkened at this scene. 

He dodged and said angrily, “You said that we weren’t allowed to use the power of 
disciples!” 

James said coldly, “Did you actually believe that? Today, I’ll destroy you by hook or by 
crook!” 

Fennel frowned and wanted to use the power in his body, but the drug that was injected 
into him before this suppressed the power of rules in Fennel’s body, rendering him 
unable to use it! 

Smack! 

The lightning chain smacked on Fennel’s body and sent him flying with lightning sparks 
all over his body. In an instant, Fennel’s clothes were burnt to ashes, and lightning 
marks also marred his body! 

Fennel struggled to get up from the ground. His eyes were sunken and full of anger. He 
said, “Despicable!” 

James sneered and said, “All’s fair in love and war. If you believe your opponent’s 
words so easily, you should be prepared to die!” 

“James, kill him!” 

“James, just take him down!” 

Many people shouted below the ring excitedly. 



James laughed and swung the lightning chain at Fennel, who was already covered in 
injuries! 

This attack was enough to tear off Fennel’s limbs! 

Fennel’s eyes were red with anger! 

17 and two Shadow Guards who were tied on one side shouted upon seeing this scene, 
“Damn you! You’re despicable!” 

Smack! 

The lightning chain fell. However, at the critical juncture, a figure stood in the arena and 
grabbed the incoming lightning chain, allowing the power of lightning to crackle in his 
palm! 

“You deserve to die!” Philip’s face was cold and his eyes were full of killing intent! 

“Are you Philip Clarke?” James sneered. 

Swoosh! 

Philip did not bother to answer. He exerted force in his right hand and pulled James off 
the ground, flying toward Philip. James’ expression changed, and he raised his leg in 
mid-air, wanting to kick Philip. However, Philip stood on the spot motionless as his body 
surged with a powerful aura. 

With a bang, a chimera flame burst from his left fist! 

When he raised his hand, Philip’s whole body was shrouded in flames. 

Boom! 

Philip punched James who was flying toward him in the air! 
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Bang! 

The chimera flame on Philip’s fist exploded in midair! 

James could not block this punch at all because the speed was too fast. With a bang, 
this punch sent James flying, and he fell to the ground from high in the air! 

Boom! 

When James fell, the entire arena shook, and cracks even formed on the ring. 



This punch shocked everyone! 

The guards and disciples who were watching held their breaths, staring with wide eyes 
at Philip who appeared in the ring. 

The main star had appeared! 

They became excited and agitated. 

After waiting so long, he was finally here. 

James got up from the ground, twisted his neck and fists, and said with a laugh, “Boy, 
you’re very strong. You can punch quickly, and your level is quite high. You’re a good 
opponent.” 

Philip glanced at Fennel lying on the floor covered in bruises, and 17 and the others 
who were tied on one side. He said coldly, “Let them go.” 

James shook his head, made a hand gesture, and said, “No can do. They violated the 
rules of Cochly Mountain and should have been executed on the spot, but I left them 
alive. If you want to save them, it’s simple. Just defeat me.” 

Philip frowned, looked at James indifferently, and asked, “Are you sure I can take them 
away if I defeat you?” 

James nodded with certainty and said, “Yes, defeat me.” 

As soon as he said that, Philip made his move. His figure turned into a streak of red as 
he punched James with a burst of fists! 

James could not react at all, and his eyes were filled with magnified flame fists. By the 
time he came back to his senses, Philip was already right in front of him! 

James quickly counterattacked. He stretched his arms out, and a huge lightning shield 
appeared in front of him! 

Hundreds of flaming chimera fists blasted rapidly on the lightning shield. Dazzling 
flames and the power of blue lightning exploded like a bomb that was thrown into a 
small pond! 

Rumble! 

James was knocked back several meters by this attack and left a long mark on the floor! 

“Damn it!” James roared angrily and a strong fighting and killing intent exploded in his 
eyes. 



A raging blue thunderstorm surged and covered his entire body with indestructible 
lightning armor. 

“Go to hell!” James roared angrily, raised his fist, and punched Philip with a lightning 
tiger fist. 

This fist was produced by the huge power of lightning in the form of a blue tiger that 
roared as it blasted at Philip! 

Philip frowned and saw through James’ aura at a glance. The peak of the sixth zone. He 
was very strong indeed, but he should not be doing this to Fennel, 17, and the others! 

Philip raised his hands, and a green sword appeared in the sky, covering the entire 
arena. Inside the formation, green swords appeared, all aimed at James. 

James trembled when he saw this scene! 

Before he could react, Philip waved his hand and shouted angrily, “Slash!” 

Whoosh! 

One after another, Greenpeak Sword shadows fell from the sky like a rain of swords 
and slashed James. His lightning tiger fist was slashed to pieces in an instant! 

Rumble! 
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In an instant, James and the arena were engulfed in a massacre by the Greenpeak 
Sword shadows! 

A few minutes later, the Greenpeak Sword Formation disappeared, and the arena was 
already in ruins. James fell into the ring. He was covered in blood, and his eyes were 
sluggish as he looked up at the sky. 

He said, “I lost…” 

Philip just glanced at him coldly and turned to take Fennel and the others away. 

However… Suddenly, there was a commotion in the crowd. 

A cold voice resounded throughout the training grounds, “Young Patriarch Clarke, I’m 
afraid it won’t do for you to take your people back just like this.” 

Hearing that, everyone made their way. 



A group of four appeared on the training grounds. It was none other than Reynold, who 
had previously intercepted Philip and the others. He appeared on the training grounds 
with his people at this moment A biting chill flashed in his eyes as a monstrous fighting 
spirit surged from him. 

“It’s Reynold! Why is he here?” 

“Aren’t you talking crap? James is one of Reynold’s men. Of course, he’s here to make 
a stand.” 

“Besides, it was rumored that Reynold lost to Philip before. Reynold was sore about the 
defeat and has been looking for an opportunity to fight Philip.” 

Philip frowned, looked at Reynold below the ring, and said coldly, “It’s you…” 

Reynold smiled and said, “We meet again, but this time, you won’t find a good 
opportunity to escape again.” 

Philip snorted and said, “Weren’t you the one who ran away last time?” 

This remark was like a rock thrown into the ocean as it instantly caused a great ripple. 

Reynold scowled as he jumped onto the ruined arena. He glanced at James, who was 
lying in a pool of blood. He said, “Take him back for treatment.” 

Then, Reynold crossed his arms, his figure as strong as a bear. He stared at Philip 
sternly and said, “Fight with me again. If you win, you’re free to leave. If you lose, you 
have to stay.” 

Philip’s eyes dimmed and said, “I don’t want to fight you.” 

With that said, Philip turned around and was about to take Fennel and the others away. 

Reynold’s eyes flickered, raised his arm, and punched the back of Philip’s head! 

Philip felt the punching force from behind immediately. He turned around and punched 
out too! 

Boom! 

The two fists collided, and a powerful energy vortex exploded. 

“It’s not up to you whether to fight or not!” Reynold shouted and immediately launched a 
fierce offensive, attacking Philip. 



Philip’s expression turned grim. He had no choice but to fight. In an instant, a fierce 
battle broke out. Everyone was stunned at the fight. 

In the ring, the two fought on par with each other. 

In the later part of the fight, Reynold turned into a huge black bear and swiped his huge 
claws at Philip, who had turned into a flaming chimera humanoid! 

At this moment, Philip truly experienced Reynold’s strength. He was also in the mid-
stage of the seventh zone. He did not fight at his fullest ability during the battle in the 
mountains. 

This time, however, Reynold was like a beast that burst from a dam, and every attack 
was given with all his strength. 

Of course, Philip fought his best too, and the fight was exciting and intense. This was 
also the heartiest battle he had ever encountered since he entered the mid-stage of the 
seventh zone, and he could launch all kinds of fighting moves! 

Boom! 

Reynold roared and charged. His sturdy arms lifted a battle tank and smashed it at 
Philip! 

Bang, boom, thud! 

Three times in a row, Philip’s flaming chimera humanoid figure was smashed into the 
ground. However, Philip’s red eyes filled with flames. Then, his two flaming arms shot 
up from the ground and quickly grabbed Reynold’s feet. 
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Bang! 

In an instant, Philip jumped up. His flaming arms grabbed Reynold’s feet and lifted him. 
He swung Reynold around in the air and threw him into the sky. 

Whoosh! 

Reynold flew into the sky and spun around several times. 

At this moment, Philip lowered his body and stomped his feet on the ground. Dazzling 
flames like a rocket launcher burst out. He jumped into the air. 

In a flash, he punched out hundreds of chimera fists, which morphed into a huge 
blooming fire lotus. They bombarded Reynold who was spinning high in the sky! 



Everyone on the ground was dumbfounded at this scene. 

This battle was simply surreal! 

The huge fire lotus bloomed and dazzled with flames in the sky, engulfing Reynold with 
a bang! 

After that, the sky turned into a burning sea of fire, and even the onlookers hundreds of 
meters away could feel the scorching heat. 

Boom! 

A charred figure fell from the sky on the arena, smashing the arena into smithereens 
again. 

Reynold’s body was charred by the flames. He struggled to get up from the ground, and 
his chest was full of punch marks. 

At this moment, he had turned back into his normal human form. He stared at Philip 
sternly and said angrily, “Again!” 

Boom! 

As soon as he finished speaking, Philip charged at Reynold in a streak of light. 

Immediately after, when no one could see clearly, Reynold was sent flying dozens of 
meters away by a punch. He crashed into a wall heavily and fell into the snow! 

In the ring, Philip’s chimera mark slowly disappeared from between his eyebrows. He 
glanced around indifferently, turned around, and left with Fennel and the others. 

However… 

Thud, thud, thud! 

Several teams of Cochly Mountain guards surrounded this place with their guns aimed 
at Philip! 

The muzzle of the nearby battle tank was also aimed at Philip and his party. 

Reynold got up from the snow, wiped the blood that spilled from the corner of his mouth, 
and roared maliciously, “Do you really think you can leave after defeating me?” 

“Take them down! If anyone dares to resist, kill them on the spot according to the rules 
of Cochly Mountain!” 



In an instant, these Cochly Mountain guards pulled their safety. 

Philip’s expression was dark as his anger approached his limit. 

“Do you want me to destroy the entire Cochly Mountain?” Philip said coldly, his eyes 
burning with anger. 

“Haha!” Reynold laughed and said, “What did you say? Can someone like you destroy 
Cochly Mountain? Keep yourself alive before you say anything else!” 

However, at this moment, several people walked over quickly. 

Marquis Fulmore reprimanded angrily, “Reynold, don’t be rude!” 

This angry shout resounded throughout the training grounds. When the guards saw 
Marquis Fulmore striding over with some people, they put away their weapons, stood 
aside, and said respectfully, “Marquis Fulmore!” 

Marquis Fulmore glanced at everyone coldly, and they lowered their heads when his 
gaze reached them. 

Reynold lowered his head when he saw Marquis Fulmore approaching too, but his eyes 
were full of doubts and resentment! 

“Marquis Fulmore, why did you come to our training grounds in the west district all of a 
sudden?” Reynold asked. 

“Hmph!” Marquis Fulmore snorted coldly, raised his hand, slapped Reynold, and said 
angrily, “Chief Reynold, do you have the right to talk to me?” 

This slap sent Reynold flying away, and everyone was dumbfounded! 

No one dared to breathe aloud. 
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Marquis Fulmore looked at Philip and said, “Come with me…” 

Philip did not hesitate. He knew that Marquis Fulmore was helping him and immediately 
followed him. 

However, Reynold rushed out at this moment, blocked Marquis Fulmore and the others, 
and said, “Marquis Fulmore, this is the training grounds of the west district, not the 
stargate of the five marquises. You need to act in accordance with the rules of Cochly 
Mountain too!” 

“Rules? I am the rules!” Marquis Fulmore said angrily with a chill in his eyes. 



He then added, “If you dare to stop me again, I’ll kill you!” 

This remark exploded in Reynold’s ears, and his expression darkened. 

At this moment, another person walked up from behind everyone and said with a smile, 
“Marquis Fulmore, calm down… Why didn’t you contact me if you’re here to fetch 
someone?” 

Everyone backed away. An old man with gray hair, wearing a white suit and a warm 
mink velvet coat, stood in front of Marquis Fulmore and the others. 

Marquis Fulmore scowled and said with a sneer, “Angus Carroll, did you plan this?” 

The old man smiled and said, “Marquis Fulmore, how can you say that? I don’t see any 
problems with a spar between the young ones.” 

“Hmph!” Marquis Fulmore snorted and said, “I don’t care what you plan to do. Now, tell 
your people to get out of my way. Otherwise, don’t blame me for being rude!” 

Angus Carroll nodded and said, “Your temper is as bad as ever, Marquis Fulmore.” 

Then, he looked at the guards around him and said, “Back away and let Marquis 
Fulmore leave.” 

After saying that, the old man even made an inviting gesture. 

Marquis Fulmore snorted coldly and left the training grounds with Philip and the others. 

After they left, Reynold walked up to the old man and said, “Mr. Carroll, I…” 

Smack! 

Angus slapped Reynold angrily in the face and said coldly, “You actually lost twice! 
What’s the use of keeping you around?” 

With that said, Angus left angrily. 

Reynold stood in place, clenched his fists, and looked at the departing backs of Marquis 
Fulmore and the others. There was a gloomy chill flashed in his eyes. 

On this side, Philip left the west district with Marquis Fulmore. 

After Fennel and the others were carried into the car and taken to a nearby medical 
center, he asked, “Marquis Fulmore, who was that old man just now?” 



Marquis Fulmore sighed and said, “His name is Angus Carroll, and he was originally in 
charge of guarding the stargate. But later, due to an incident, he was removed from that 
position and is now responsible for external affairs.” 

“Angus Carroll?” 

Philip repeated this name and asked, “Is he the person arranged by the Heavenly Court 
in Cochly Mountain?” 

Marquis Fulmore nodded and said, “That’s right. That old man isn’t weak. It’s best not to 
have any conflicts with him. Just because I could save you today doesn’t mean I can 
save you again.” 

Philip said, “Thank you, Marquis Fulmore.” 

Marquis Fulmore patted Philip on the shoulder and said, “Young man, Cochly Mountain 
is not as simple as you think. You must be careful in everything you do. One wrong step 
could be disastrous.” 

Philip nodded. 

Marquis Fulmore was about to leave when he suddenly remembered something and 
said, “By the way, that little girl has been making a fuss to see you recently. I can bring 
you there right now. “ 

Philip quickly refused, “Marquis Fulmore, that’s not necessary. I still have things…” 

Marquis Fulmore smiled and said, “Kiddo, I know what you’re thinking. Go and take a 
look. It’ll do you good.” 

 


